Will 2017 Produce a Hearing Breakthrough?
By Michelle Perron
Exciting advances in treatments for hearing impairment and hearing loss are expected this year, from novel drugs to treat noise-induced hearing loss and tinnitus to stem cell research to find a cure for profound hearing loss. Read More.

Patient Handout: Enjoy a Concert Safely When You Have Hearing Loss
By Shari Eberts
Having hearing loss doesn't mean you can't go to a concert; it just means you have to choose the right protection for yourself and those around you. Read More.

Recognizing Emotional Challenges of Hearing Loss
By Karen Muñoz, EdD; Hannah McLeod, BS; Cache Pitt, AuD; Elizabeth Preston, AuD; Tiffany Shelton, MS; & Michael P. Twohig, PhD
Audiologists are eager to dispense and fit devices, but they are often uncomfortable with talking to patients about their mental issues, which are an integral part of their experience and may have an impact on their treatment. Read More.

The Challenges of Adapting to a New Power Hearing Aid
By Greg Nassar, AuD; Adam Walker, MSc; Julie Neel Weile, MA; & Piers Dawes, DPhil
This original research study discovers what is most important to helping hearing aid users transition from one power hearing aid to another. Read More.

m-Health Self-Management Program for the Smartphone Generation
By Melanie Ferguson, PhD
First-time hearing aid users can now turn to C2Hear, a series of interactive multimedia video tutorials on YouTube, when they need help with their devices. Read More.

LATEST COLUMNS

Editorial: Hidden Hearing Loss: An Audiologist's Perspective
By James W. Hall III, PhD
Hidden hearing loss, the newest label applied to patients who report auditory problems but have normal audiograms, deserves a closer look. Read More.

Journal Club: Amplification, Auditory Training for Hearing Aid, Cochlear Implant Users
By King Chung, PhD
New studies show that conducting auditory and cognitive training for hearing aid and cochlear implant users may generate positive changes in their cognitive functions. Read More.

Golden Rules: Revisiting Age-Related Hearing Loss Screening - Part 2
By Barbara E. Weinstein, PhD
Who should audiologists recruit to provide additional hearing health care to older adults? The answer may surprise you. Read More.

Audiology Without Borders: Smartphone-based National Hearing Test Launched in South Africa
By De Wet Swanepoel, PhD
South Africa tapped into young people’s increasing reliance on mobile technology and created an app to promote awareness of hearing loss and encourage early detection. Read More.

**Clinical Consultation: Symptom: Left-Sided Ear Pain**
By Hamid R. Djalilian, MD

A 35-year-old patient with no immune suppressing conditions presents with facial paralysis on the left side and mixed hearing loss in her left ear. What’s the diagnosis? Read More.

**Hearing Matters: The Bilingual Paradox**
By Nina Kraus, PhD; & Travis White-Schwoch

Bilinguals are presumed to have superior listening-in-noise ability than monolinguals, but now researchers have evidence contradicting this assumption. Read More.

Want to see more of Dr. Hamid Djalilian’s Clinical Consultation column? The Hearing Journal for the iPad gives you exclusive access to video extras.

Download the app for free TODAY on thehearingjournal.com or through the App Store!
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